[Challenges for Urologists in the Care of Patients with Lynch Syndrome: Example of A Patient with Muir-Torre Syndrome, A Subtype of Lynch Syndrome].
The Muir-Torre syndrome (MTS) is a subtype of the Lynch syndrome (hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer). In addition to tumours typically related to LS, MTS is associated with tumours of the sebaceous gland or keratoacanthoma. MTS is mostly characterised by a mutation of MSH2. In contrast to LS-associated tumours carrying a mutation of MLH1, MSH6 or PMS2, the frequency of urological neoplasms seems to be higher in Lynch syndrome patients with MSH2 mutation. Urological implications for the care of patients with LS or MTS include the early diagnosis of a possible hereditary background in patients presenting with urothelial cancers at an atypically young age and potentially the surveillance of carriers of mutations with an increased risk for urothelial cancers like males harbouring a MSH2 mutation. We report on a patient with various types of LS-associated cancers and cancers without a known association with LS, who died from multifocal metastasis of urothelial cancer. This case report shows that close interdisciplinary cooperation is mandatory for the treatment of patients with complex diseases.